Current and surface topographies of composite based on polystyrene with reduced graphene oxide were investigated using atomic force microscopy. Different substrates such as gold, silicon and graphite were used for this purpose. The strong influence of the substrate's nature on the current distribution map I(x, y) and the current-voltage characteristics was observed. This effect can be related to different adhesion of composite on the investigated substrates.
Introduction
There are many studies devoted to the conductivity of graphene oxide in polymer composites [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Graphene oxide is a dielectric, but with appropriate treatment its band gap can be decreased to zero [9, 10] . In this regard, the conductivity of the reduced graphene oxide (RGO) varies from that of a semiconductor to a metal. This can be one of the reasons for the discrepancies in the conductivity values of graphene-containing polymer composites, which are fixed by the authors. Also, not only the chemical and thermal pre-history of graphene inclusions affects the conductivity of polymer composites, but also the introduction approach, distribution uniformity and adhesion at the polymer-graphene interface play an important role. For example, it was shown in [11] that the conductive properties of a polystyrene composite with RGO (named in this paper as "graphene flakes") are significantly dependent on the dispersion degree and homogeneity distribution of the filler in the polymer matrix. The filler localization near the surface of the polymer films leads to high conductivity in the case of styrene copolymerization with graphene functionalized by vinyl groups. It is worth noting that RGO functionalized by 3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate can form covalent bonds with styrene under predetermined polymerization conditions, similar to the work [12] . At the same time, the mechanical mixing of the modified RGO with polymer matrix, as well as the copolymerization of styrene with unmodified filler, give weakly conducting compositions.
A large number of articles devoted to graphene/polymer or RGO/polymer composites have shown that their conductivity is proportional to the filler content. At the same time, there are articles where very small amounts of graphene (0.01 wt.%) contribute to the appearance of high conductivity [13, 14] and even superconductivity [15, 16] . In our case, the object of study is the composites demonstrating superconducting features based on polystyrene with RGO combining graphene fragments and oxidized groups. Thus, the goal of this article is to measure resistance values of polystyrene/RGO films and to determine the influence of substrate on the composite conductivity. We suppose that various substrates will provide different adhesion degree for the RGO/polystyrene composite. Since polystyrene is dielectric itself, for any changes in the conductivity under the influence of the substrate material, one can expect RGO inclusions only. It is important to mention that electron tunneling is possible if the distance between electron states is less than 2 nm, thus the conductivity of composite film is limited by this distance. It is important because the key point of getting the charge into the composite film is its electrification by the substrate metal even with a simple metal/polymer contact [17] . We assume the adhesion degree can correlate with the amount (area) of conducting regions on the composite film along with the conductivity value. The conductive atomic force microscopy (CAFM) method was used for detailed study of the conductivity of composite films on various substrates. Previously, it was shown by CAFM analysis of polystyrene/RGO thin films that high-conductivity regions exhibit ohmic current-voltage characteristics, starting with weak electric fields [13] . In addition, this method allowed that non-conducting regions to become conductive when a threshold pre-destructive electric field was reached. The effect can be reversible, when the electric field is reduced below the threshold value. The reverse switching to a non-conducting state occurs by analogy with results of A. N. Ionov et.al. [18] .
Experimental
Natural crystalline graphite was used as an initial material for GO production. Modified Hummers wet chemical method was used to produce graphene oxide [10, 19] . After series of chemical reactions in liquid medium, prepared RGO was extracted from an aqueous suspension by drying at room temperature in air. Synthetic details were described previously [13, 14] . Surface modification of RGO by 3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate was carried out using the method presented in our previous work [11] . Synthesis of polymer-inorganic composite based on polystyrene with surface-modified particles of RGO was performed by in-situ polymerization in solution. We put 0.5 ml of styrene, 0.5 ml of toluene and 5 mg of 2,2 -azobis(2-methylpropionitrile) as an initiator into an ampule containing 5 mg of RGO (1 wt.%). Then, the ampule with the reaction mixture was purged with argon for 10 min, sealed and sonicated. Polymerization was carried out for 35 hours at 70
• C, every hour for 15 minutes the ampule was sonicated. The content of the covalently bound RGO in the composite was about 0.01 wt.%.
Graphite and silicon plates have been used as substrates, as well as a vacuum deposited gold coating on glass. All substrates had a surface roughness not exceeding several nanometers, which was confirmed by the AFM data. Atomic force microscope Solver P47-Pro was used for surface and current topography measurements. The surfaces of the electrodes before the composite film deposition were thoroughly cleaned with acetone and ethanol. Films of the composite were deposited on electrodes through the dispenser by casting from 1 % polymer solution in toluene. The films' thicknesses were evaluated from concentration of composite solution and surfaces profiles of substrate electrodes as well were controlled by the interference microscope according to the method described in [20] . Thus, the thicknesses of investigated films were approximately 2 µm. The diamond AFM tip doped by nitrogen with curvature radius 50 nm was used as an upper electrode in CAFM measurements. The Ohm's nature of obtained current-voltage characteristics exclude the presence of a breakdown in films which have been investigated.
Results and discussion
The obtained RGO/polystyrene composite exhibited a different level of resistance depending on the lower electrode nature, according to CAFM measurements. The composite does not form percolation cluster in our case, since the concentration threshold of graphene is much higher, 0.9 wt.% [7] . Therefore, conductivity is possible only on areas containing RGO inclusions.
The surface topography (a) of the polymer composite on gold substrate and the current distribution (b) taken at the voltage value at the electrodes U = 3 V are shown in Fig. 1 . Here, as well as on the following figures, more protruding parts of the surface and the largest currents are colored by white in grayscale palette. It can be seen that there is a correlation between the topography of the surface and the current distribution. The greatest currents are observed in places protruding above the surface and associated with the inclusion of RGO in the polymer matrix. The resistance value (R) on the gold coating is 5 × 10
6 Ω for used probe geometry of the atomic force microscope [21] . If measurements are made on electrodes with a larger contact area (S), the resistance of the polymer composite will decrease in proportion to the increase in S. For example, the calculated value resistance will be ∼ 1Ω for macroscopic electrodes with a contact area of ∼400 µm 2 . The topography of the composite surface on silicon (a), as well as the current distribution (b) on it at a voltage U = 3 V is shown in Fig. 2(a) . The current-voltage characteristic of the most conductive region of composite film on a silicon substrate and the silicon one are shown in Fig. 3 . These current-voltage characteristics demonstrate non-liner behavior that may indicate the Schottky barrier presence in this case. Fig. 4 shows the composite surface topography on graphite (a), as well as the current distribution on it (b) taken at the voltage value of the electrode U = 1 V.
The dark areas in the Fig. 1(b) , Fig. 2(b) , and Fig. 4(b) correspond to low conductivity. Current distribution maps I(x, y) were taken at voltages not exceeding the value of 10 6 V/cm to exclude electrical breakdown of the film.
There is a correlation between the topography of the surface and the current distribution: a current exceeding the noise is observed only at those points which dominate the nearest surrounding surface. A similar correlation between surface topography and current distribution is observed, even when the polymer was deposited onto other metal substrates. Moreover, the current-voltage characteristics at the points demonstrating high conductivity obey Ohm's law (Fig. 5) . In addition, forward and reverse motions of the current-voltage characteristics have also been reproduced. Despite gold's high conductivity, the RGO/polystyrene resistance values on gold turned out to be comparable to the values for the composite film on silicon ( Fig. 1(b), 2(b) ) and amounted to approximately 2 × 10
8 Ω. This result can be explained by weak adhesion of the RGO particles to the gold substrate. Thus, the resistance of the film conductive areas related to RGO is higher than the resistance of gold by more than one and a half orders of magnitude. The resistance of gold in our case is 5 × 10
6 Ω, as was indicated above. It is also important to note that conductive areas for films on gold are much less than for films on graphite, in which the measured resistance of the composite conducting inclusions was of 3 × 10
7 Ω. This is almost an order of magnitude lower than the RGO resistance on the gold substrate. The graphite substrate is obviously the most suitable material for achieving the high-conductivity state for polystyrene-based RGO composite films. The results obtained for the resistance and the conductive areas of composite films are probably related to the fact that both styrene rings and graphene inclusions are close in chemical nature to the graphite, creating the greatest surface adhesion. This facilitates the creation of numerous conducting channels through the composite film from the one electrode to the other. At the same time, the gold substrate for our type of composite does not promote good adhesion and gives high resistance values. One of the factors which improve adhesion, film contact force with silicon substrate and its conductivity obviously is 3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate.
It can be concluded that there is no relation between the conductivity of the RGO/polystyrene composite and the electron work function of substrate material, as was shown in [22] . For example, gold has an electron work function of about 4.7 eV. Thus, viewed composite films exhibit a low resistance on a gold substrate according to [22] . In fact, we see in present work the inverse situation.
The conductive area resistance of RGO/polystyrene film on a graphite substrate at room temperature is approximately 2 orders of magnitude lower, than its resistance on gold, and is equal to the neat graphite resistance.
In addition to the semiconductor values of conductivity that are typical for RGO at room temperature, the metallic type of conductivity is observed in composites with decreasing temperature to that of liquid nitrogen [13] , as well as superconducting properties when their thickness is about 150 nm [15, 16] . This unusual character for the temperature dependences of resistance requires theoretical explanations. The authors of [23] propose that sufficiently high density of states for such systems as considered RGO/polystyrene composite results in the high temperature of either spin ordering or superconducting pairing.
Conclusions
Films of RGO/polystyrene composite which demonstrate superconducting features under special conditions were investigated by the CAFM method. The experiments showed that the density of the conductive areas on the surface of the polymer films with the same thicknesses and the absolute values of the current intensity depend on the substrate's nature, as well as the applied electric field at the metal/polymer contact area. The minimum resistance of the RGO/polystyrene film areas was 3 × 10
7 Ω when using this tip geometry and under the conditions of the best adhesion on graphite, which approximately corresponds to the graphite resistance.
